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One App Above All

My Phone Applications

What is the one app I would love to have and use?

The apps that I use frequently

I love to travel just like everyone does and right now during this pandemic traveling has become
very limited. However, holding onto hope that someday we will travel normally again, I would
love to have an app where it helps to find new places to visit, things to do, places to eat and drink
at, stores to go to, and even have a spot on the app where the locals go and what the locals do to
gain a new and once-in-a-lifetime experience. While I haven’t traveled to many places, I still find
myself going to the same spots, stores, restaurants, and doing the same things I every time can
get boring. So I would love to have one app that can give me a new experience when I travel.

These are the apps that I use frequently and love most of the time. I am constantly using the apps
in order to make my day a little better, to have it on in the background (i.e. music apps), or to
use while I’m waiting for something or to use because I am bored and have nothing to do. Some
of these apps includes (shown below): Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram, Pinterest, Gallery, Amazon
Music, Spotify, YouTube, YouTube Music.

What will it do?
Among the many travel apps out there, none of them are able to do what I would want from
it. This app will find the best hotels in the best areas with affordable prices, recommend great
restaurants/food places in all price ranges and all kinds of food, activities based on how active
one wants to be (Very active to just relaxing), great sightseeing places if you are new to an area,
and have recommendations of where the locals go, do, and eat. It will also be able to keep an
account of all expenses on the trip to keep track of your finances, save recommendations for
later, and even help with different languages and communication.

What purpose will it serve? What needs will it meet?
This app will serve to create better traveling experience and be able to create new memories to
last a lifetime. While there are thousands of traveling apps the ones out there can’t do everything
one may want it to, so by having one app for everything and anything will attract more people of
every age and background. After all traveling can get very expensive very quickly, so having an
app to help find the best prices and being able to keep track of everything someone is spending
then traveling can feel easy, fun, and relaxing once again.

The apps that I use infrequently
These apps are the ones that I use, but not nearly as often and as much as the other apps above.
I don’t use a lot of apps on my phone since I am mostly on my iPad or computer, so I really only
use my phone for social media, music, and getting in touch with people through texts and calls.
Some of these apps includes (shown below): Waze, LinkedIn, Facebook, Gmail.

Method Description
To get an idea of what the possible solutions could look like for this app, I was able to sketch out
a few ideas of what different screens can look like while having new and creative ideas develop
along the way. This method allows me to sketch out the ideas without them being perfect or very
detailed, and instead, the ideas are simple while rough and giving just enough detail to get the
idea across.

Sketches

Ideation Method
Sketch/Sketchstorm

Idea #1: Home

The home screen is important for the user since it’s the first screen they see when they use the
app. It consists of the a place to add their current location or use their phone’s location without
typing it in of where the user is to help narrow the results. From there, the rest of the home
screen is divided into the different categories with different options for them to choose from.
There is also an option to view more if what is currently showing is not what they want.

Idea #1: Narrowing Results/Attractions

Idea #1: Saved Items

Once the user chooses a restaurant, attraction, hotel, or
a different result they are brought to a screen showing
all the different results based on what they want. For
example, in the sketch I created, there is a list of different
ice cream places near you with a filter option that
can narrow the results even more. It also includes the
following information:
• Name of the place
• Photo of the place
• Location of the place
• Price (how expensive it is) $ (cheap) $$
(resonable) or $$$ (very expensive)

With vacations/trips being chaotic as it is, the user
doesn’t always have the time to book or reserve a spot
at an attraction so they need a place to hold everything
they want to look at later on in the day. This sketch
shows what the saved items page would look like. It’s
similar set up to the home page to keep it easy for the
user to navigate around with the name of the place
under their picture within each category. It also has a
button to view all of the saved items for that category,
and a filter option to narrow down the saved items.

Idea #1: Result Screen of Attraction

Idea #1: Keeping Track of Your Finances

Sometimes there isn’t enough information of an
attraction at first for the user, so there is another
screen with more information to satisfy the user. The
information can include:
• Name of the place
• Photo of the place
• Other photo of the place, people, atmosphere,
food/rides/drinks/etc.
• Location of the place
• Price (how expensive it is) $ (cheap) $$
(resonable) or $$$ (very expensive)
• Description of the place
• If it’s accessible for people with a wheelchair, has
a disability of some kind, or if it’s pet friendly
• Reviews of the place

People buy and pay for a lot of items throughout a
trip and may want or need a way to keep track of their
spending especially if they need to stay on budget. On
this screen they can set an overall budget to use for the
trip, and can see how much they have spent within each
category. It also shows the individual purchases within
each category that can be helpful later on after the trip.

Method Description
Coming up with ideas can be very overwhelming, difficult, and some people can even have
anxiety during the idea session. This happens because people want to have the best possible ideas
and to have them be as “perfect” as possible. So by coming up with the worst ideas will help to
relieve all that stress and anxiety and be able to relax through the process. Using this method
helps to get the creative juices flowing, people are not so serious the whole time, and it can be
fun and empowering for many people who struggle with coming up with ideas. Once there are
enough bad ideas or no more can be thought of, it’s easier to come up with the best version of
the bad idea that could work.

Worst vs. Best Possible Ideas

Ideation Method
Worst Possible Ideas

Worst Ideas
• Have to pay to use it
• In-app purchases
• Ads or Pop-up ads
• Availability
• Spams the user’s email
• Spams the user with many notifications throughout the day
• Only focus on paid attractions
• Needs data or wifi to work
• Limited navigation feature
• No free cancellations
• No flexible options

Best Ideas
Have to pay to use it
In-app purchases
Spams the user with
many notifications
throughout the day

Only focus on paid attractions

Free for everyone to use
Every tool, resource, and option are free for
everyone to use
The user gets updates on flights, deals, new
attractions, and more when they need it (have
the option to turn it on and off)
Have attractions for all price ranges and
free attractions so no one is left out

Needs data or wifi to work

Works anywhere and everywhere since some
locations have bad service and receptions

Limited navigation feature

GPS and other navigation tools get the user to
their desired location as quickly as possible and
with different routes (i.e. more scenic or not)

No free cancellations

Easy to cancel hotels, flights, and other
reservations and all for free

No flexible options

The user can easily change what they need to
based on different and unforseen circumstances

Conclusion
These ideation techniques allowed me to come up with creative and unique ideas without any
stress for my idea and concepts for the travel app, Dream Escapes. The sketch method allowed me
to be creative and relaxed since I love to draw and create. Since I am a visual person I was able to
easily show my ideas rather than writing or listing them out. On the other hand, using the worst
possible idea method was a fun way to come up with the best possible ideas. Realizing what the
worst ideas could be that will make the app bad, then there was less stress and no anxiety while
flipping it around and coming up with ideas to make sure the app is the best it can be. Overall,
using both of these methods allowed and will allow me to combine the ideas to create a welldesigned and functional app.

